NOTE:
IN SUB FLOOR AREAS THE TEMPORARY SUPPORT MUST EITHER:
- BE REMOVED 28 DAYS AFTER THE CONCRETE POUR OR
- HAVE A DPC BARRIER BETWEEN THE TIMBER AND HIBOND SHEET.

Framing on DPC
75mm minimum seating recommended. Fastened at 300mm centres (every pan)
Temporary support may be required if minimum seating is not practical

Step dimension to comply with NZ building code

Trimmer bars

Roughened surface if top course not poured with slab

End cap

Ductile reinforcing mesh or bars

Starter rods bent over into slab

Dimond Hibond 80 Sheet

75mm minimum seating recommended. Fastened at 300mm centres (every pan)

Concrete block wall

Cladding

Starter rod cover to be specified
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